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Background and Company Performance 

Today’s Mobile Field Service Management Industry  

Field service management (FSM) is an industry that enables and supports service 

personnel as they travel to, and work onsite at, customer locations. FSM solutions are 

utilized across a broad swath of industries. Examples of field services include 

installation/maintenance/repair of equipment, utilities monitoring, at-home health care, 

construction services, insurance appraisals, etc. During the last decade, mobility has 

become an increasingly important component of FSM. With mobile access, field service 

organizations can use GPS and other technologies on their mobile handhelds 

(smartphones, tablets, rugged devices) to locate, automate, and optimize their workers, 

tasks and results anytime and anywhere.  

Mobilized capabilities typically include: 

• Employee location and geo-fencing 

• Mapping and navigation 

• Time, labor and material tracking 

• Data capture, including wireless forms 

• Work order and activity management 

• Scheduling, dispatching, route optimization 

• Invoicing and mobile payments 

• Contract and service level agreement (SLA) management 

• Schematics and other relevant information/knowledge 

• Reporting and analytics 

• Two-way messaging and collaboration 

The mobilized field service management market continues to demonstrate impressive 

growth, with annual revenues forecasted to total in the billions of dollars. The majority of 

mobilized FSM solutions originate out of three vendor types: Mobile-first application 

developers (shrinking in number due to being acquired), traditional field service 

management solution providers (who have added mobile access to their original desktop-

only offerings), and large enterprise software suite vendors (who have mobilized the field 

service elements of their desktop-based solution suites). While a group of small mobile-

first developers created this market, it is the full participation of traditional FSM vendors 

and enterprise business software leaders, such as Astea International, that has injected 
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new R&D funds into mobilization. This investment has enabled vendors to improve the 

user experience, add new capabilities, and advance in innovative areas such as wearables, 

predictive analytics, 3-D visualization, augmented reality, etc. 

Mobilized field service management solutions have become mission-critical for field service 

organizations. The 2018 Frost & Sullivan Mobile Business Solutions Survey reveals that 

67% of North American field services businesses have implemented mobile FSM to at least 

some degree.  And two-thirds of those current users plan to expand their implementations 

within the next 12 months.  Satisfaction levels among current users are very high—89% in 

the 2018 survey—and are based on hard-dollar business impacts. Benefits, as reported by 

users, are ranked as follows: 

• Improved field service response times 

• Reduced paperwork 

• Increased end-customer satisfaction 

• Improved competitive advantage 

• More accurate billing 

• Faster trouble ticket resolution 

Heightened end-customer expectations are both a transformational trend and an industry 

challenge. Today’s customers are more demanding when it comes to the quality, 

timeliness, and responsiveness of field service work. Their time is valuable, their days are 

filled, and up-to-date information such as a field technician’s expected time of arrival (not 

some 3-hour window) is increasingly expected. As a result, a major mobilized FSM 

investment area during the past year has been creating and enhancing the customer 

portal. Market leaders are offering online portals that share information, allow 

appointment bookings, track technician location, provide ETAs, etc. The results include 

quicker trouble resolution, happier customers, and even increased sales. 

Other growth areas and opportunities for mobile FSM include tighter solution integration, 

leveraging of the wearable form factor, expert management of the growing population of 

contract field service workers, enhanced business intelligence and analytics, and 

penetrating the small and mid-size business (SMB) sector. 

While the mobilized field service management market continues to present a dynamic and 

growing opportunity, challenges do exist for its vendors and channels. These include: 

• Determining when and how to incorporate new technologies into product and 

portfolio – Mobile field service management portfolios should not be allowed to 

stagnate, especially in light of the new technologies and capabilities being 

uncovered in this market and promoted by fellow competitors. Today’s business 
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customers – large and small – provide sophisticated, market-savvy responses when 

asked about their mobility needs and preferences. Mobile FSM leaders will want to 

determine on a timely basis if and how to address these interests and when to 

integrate them into their product road maps. 

• Selecting the right partners in order to improve capabilities and/or open up new 

markets – Leading mobile FSM providers do not operate in a vacuum. In order to 

offer the highest-quality solutions, they leverage acquisitions and alliances to build 

an effective partner ecosystem. They are challenged to seek out technology 

partners that can help expedite time-to-market for new capabilities. And they must 

define the optimal mix of channel partners to augment their coverage in different 

geographies and target markets. 

• Anticipating and addressing the evolving role and status of field service workers – A 

decade ago, most field service workers were invisible to their companies, their 

supervisors, and their customers. There was no mobile access, so the worker was 

isolated and disconnected when outside the four walls of his or her company. Then 

inexpensive mobile smartphones and tablets came onto the market and FSM apps 

were created to allow field personnel real-time access to and exchange of 

information, collaboration and guidance via their personal or corporate-owned 

mobile devices. This resulted in increased productivity, improved efficiency, and 

higher work quality. Now, leading FSM providers are anticipating that a new type of 

field service employee will be deployed during the coming years, and these 

providers are thinking through how best to support that new type of worker. For 

example, this tech may need more remote-based enablement, utilizing technology 

like augmented reality and smart glasses to quickly tap into far-away expertise. 

The technician may work more closely with field supervisors—rather than a call 

center—to pick and choose dispatching assignments. Tighter integrations may give 

the individual worker fuller access to their company’s back-end systems. Mobility is 

a key component in all of these situations. And leading providers are being 

challenged to visualize and plan for this new, more independent reality.  

• Maintaining a strong emphasis on ease of use – As many field service management 

providers learned the hard way, creating mobile solutions requires a different skill 

set than that used to develop desktop applications. Unwieldy, difficult to use, hard-

to-understand mobile apps are rejected by the field workers, and many vendors 

still struggle today to provide an optimal user experience. Respondents to the 2018 

Frost & Sullivan Mobile Business Solutions Survey rank “ease of use” and “ease of 

administration” in the top four of mobile app selection criteria, reinforcing the need 

for providers to continue to place a high priority on both the user and admin 

experience. 

In summary, the North American market for mobilized field service management solutions 

is growing in terms of both usage and needs. Today’s end-customer is demanding a higher 

level of service, and field service organizations are looking to mobile FSM to help satisfy 
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that demand. Mobile FSM providers must be nimble and forward-looking, anticipating 

customer and worker requirements, forging top-tier partnerships, and investing wisely. 

Visionary Innovation, Performance and Customer Impact 

It is no understatement to say that incorporating mobility into field service management 

has been an ongoing challenge for the industry. However, the latest version of the Astea 

Alliance platform is an example of how to get mobility right. Astea International stands out 

as a leader in this space due to the care it has taken to leverage mobility throughout its 

solutions for all service participants, including field service technicians, third-party and 

contingent workers, supervisors and managers, vendors and partners and end-customers.  

Astea enjoys strong brand awareness as an FSM provider, and its most recent financial 

results (Q1 2018) revealed a year-over-year increase in revenues and a better balanced 

mix of revenue sources, including recurring subscriptions, on-premises licenses, and 

professional services. The Astea customer tends to be large and global, and Astea is 

experiencing a significant percentage of its growth via the expansion of existing contracts.  

Key success factors for the Astea Alliance Enterprise platform in the mobile field service 

management market are presented below: 

• Comprehensive portfolio of mobile offerings – Astea has created a portfolio of 

offerings that provides anywhere-anytime information and guidance to the entire 

field service ecosystem of in-the-field participants – not just the field technician, 

but also the supervisor, third-party contractors, and the end-customer. The power 

of this effort lies in Astea viewing these mobilized capabilities and apps as one 

integrated whole.  Astea Alliance Enterprise includes the following array of mobile 

products: 

o Alliance Mobile Edge: The HTML5 mobile field service management app for 

field technicians. Inspired by Google® Material Design principles for 

intuitiveness, its capabilities include time and expense tracking, customer 

history, work orders, map and navigation, site details, price quotes, 

knowledge base access, and messenger. 

o Alliance Vendor Mobile: A streamlined version of Mobile Edge, designed 

for the increasing number of third-party and contingent workers. 

o Mobile Manager Workbench: An app for supervisors and managers that 

allows them to perform critical functions in the field. This includes assigning 

service calls, updating workloads, and viewing and approving time sheets, 

purchase orders, price quotes, and expense reports.  It also gives managers 

critical updates on their team’s performance, including metrics such as SLA 

hit rates, number of open and closed calls, the cost per call, etc. 
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o Mobile Customer Portal and App: A mobilized self-service portal for end-

customers to access for information and assistance with features including 

custom branding, live chat, appointment booking, order history, shopping 

cart and reporting. 

o Mobile Customizer: Solution that gives customers the ability to customize 

the Mobile Edge app themselves. 

o Mobile Business Intelligence: Personal performance reports for individual 

field techs. 

While the other two top competitors for this award also provide an impressive array 

of capabilities, neither has a mobile portfolio as broad and deep as the above. 

• Dynamic approach to product line management – Astea is a consistently heavy 

investor in product development, and the Astea mobilized FSM product line is 

regularly evaluated and updated. Demanding customers, workers with increasingly 

sophisticated mobility needs, and the introduction of ever-more-powerful and 

capable mobile devices combine to continually drive innovation. The enhancements 

to the Alliance Enterprise platform exemplify this “continuous improvement” 

philosophy. 

The most recent rounds of Alliance mobility enhancements include minimizing data 

usage via video and image compression, improving travel distance accuracy by 

leveraging geo-fences instead of Google APIs, and adding brand new capabilities to 

address new unmet needs. Newest capabilities recognize field technicians as 

important brand ambassadors and include the addition of opportunity management 

features that empower them to provide quotes on repairs, sales, and customer 

support. Astea has also added a new native pre-activity checklist function, which 

can be configured to require the field technician to complete certain actions before 

work can begin at a customer site. These pre-activity checklists enable service 

organizations to dictate technician behavior for safety, compliance, revenue-

generating and customer satisfaction-driving initiatives. And for added security 

measures, biometric authentication is now available, including fingerprint, iris 

scanning, and facial recognition.  

• Strong end-user orientation – Astea realized it needed to rebuild and modernize 

the user interface (UI) and capabilities of its mobile components, so one of its first 

moves was to put its software developers out in the field to travel around with field 

service technicians to better understand the their needs and the environments in 

which they operate. Research of this type supported the decision to use Google 

Material Design to create a familiar and highly functional UI. Further strategizing 

spawned an array of new user-focused features, including minimizing the number 

of screen touches required of technicians, minimizing the required number of 

interactions when the mobile device user is attempting to interface with back-end 
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systems, and providing readily-accessible tools and assistance to new technicians 

who are trying to learn the Mobile Edge app while at the same time addressing 

their minute-to-minute job duties. Astea’s strong user orientation is also reflected 

in the Mobile Manager Workbench app, which is designed to support field 

supervisors, managers and senior technicians who are on the road but still 

responsible for managing their field service teams in real-time.  

• Innovative customer portal – Customer portals are a key investment priority for 

today’s mobile FSM providers, and the Astea Customer Portal and Mobile App is a 

best-in-class example. End-customers have the ability to log in on their mobile 

device (Android or iOS) and perform a number of different tasks themselves, 

including: 

o Creating new service orders 

o Making changes to existing service orders 

o Viewing and mapping the location of an assigned service technician 

o Chatting in real-time with the appropriate service agent 

o Booking an appointment 

o Obtaining appointment status updates 

o Viewing contract quotes, invoices, and activities 

o Ordering parts and consumables via a shopping cart 

o Linking directly to the internet or relevant intranet 

o Searching the Knowledge Base for answers 

o Scanning a barcode on the equipment in question, which then automatically 

opens up and populates a new service order with the appropriate equipment 

identification 

Astea has adopted a customer-centric design philosophy and has delivered a self-

service capability that many of today’s end-customers crave. The Portal supports a 

range of inquiry types and natural language interactions. Its intelligent search 

function and information retrieval will rank answers by their relevance. And the 

Portal continues to build knowledge with every customer interaction.  

The benefits of the Astea custom-branded, self-service portal center on: 1) 

reducing costs by lessening dependence on sales and service staff, 2) solving 

problems more quickly when customers can directly access knowledge bases, 3) 

increasing revenues with the sale of more products and services online, and 4) 
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creating happier customers when technician information/location/status information 

is easily accessed. 

Astea excels in the industry’s mobilized customer portal effort, offering a more 

complete range of self-service capabilities on-the-go. 

• Visionary partnerships – Astea is looking to the future and forging partnerships that 

will provide its customers with seamless integration to emerging technologies. 

Earlier this year, Astea announced a partnership with XOi Technologies, which 

integrates XOi’s augmented reality (AR) and visual intelligence solution into the 

Alliance Enterprise platform. Ultimately, the AR integration will allow technicians in 

the field to launch interactive video sessions when in need of assistance and 

capture knowledge content via video and images, that is then stored in the Alliance 

and XOi platform and easily shared internally and externally with end-customers. 

This AR use case centers on field techs leveraging the experience and knowledge of 

remote service experts – a situation that is becoming increasingly relevant as the 

technician workforce ages and knowledge capture becomes paramount.  

While the augmented reality opportunity grows, smart glasses are becoming a 

more common device in the field. XOi visual intelligence technology allows videos 

and still images of work sites and equipment to be captured using cameras and 

then added to Astea’s customer-facing records, the Alliance knowledge manager, 

the customer’s asset history, etc. Benefits include the ability to validate the quality 

of field work, share real-time information and increase worker efficiency. 

This integrated effort is designed to also directly address a number of other 

growing industry needs, including being able to: document and archive components 

and systems using natural language processing (NLP) and optical character 

recognition (OCR), create instant communications to estimators on the needs of 

new equipment, document work safety conditions, and provide training videos for 

field teams. 

• Renewed SMB effort – The small and mid-sized business sector presents a 

challenge to mobile FSM providers with its tight budgets, small scale, and lack of IT 

resources. Astea rededicated itself to addressing SMB needs with the recent 

relaunch of its FieldCentrix SMB solution. This streamlined FSM software solution is 

targeted at businesses or organizations with fewer than 50 users, typically a single 

work flow to manage, and overall less complex processes to deal with. The latest 

updates focus on increasing usability, increasing ease of administration, and 

encouraging cloud deployment. While Astea typically targets the larger, more 

complex business customer, FieldCentrix is available to recommend when smaller 

opportunities arise. 
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Conclusion 

The field service management market is an exciting and still-growing endeavor that 

attracts a broad and impressive number of participants. Integrating mobility into the FSM 

solution is an ongoing process. Astea International’s Alliance Enterprise platform provides 

an impressive collection of mobile updates that promise to significantly improve work 

quality and worker productivity on-the-go. But what is truly exciting is that Astea has 

gone a strategic step further by viewing its mobilized capabilities and apps as one 

connected whole, by presenting one of today’s most comprehensive and user-oriented 

mobile portfolios, and by forging visionary partnerships with emerging technology 

vendors.  

With its strong overall performance, Astea International has earned Frost & Sullivan’s 

2018 Company of the Year Award. 
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Significance of Company of the Year  

To receive the Company of the Year Award (i.e., to be recognized as a leader not only in 

your industry, but among your non-industry peers as well) requires a company to 

demonstrate excellence in growth, innovation, and leadership. This kind of excellence 

typically translates into superior performance in three key areas: demand generation, 

brand development, and competitive positioning. These areas serve as the foundation of a 

company’s future success and prepare it to deliver on the two criteria that define the 

Company of the Year Award (Visionary Innovation & Performance and Customer Impact).  

 

Understanding Company of the Year 

As discussed above, driving demand, brand strength, and competitive differentiation all 

play a critical role in delivering unique value to customers. This three-fold focus, however, 

must ideally be complemented by an equally rigorous focus on Visionary Innovation & 

Performance to enhance Customer Impact.  
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Key Benchmarking Criteria 

For the Company of the Year Award, Frost & Sullivan analysts independently evaluated 

two key factors—Visionary Innovation & Performance and Customer Impact—according to 

the criteria identified below.  

Visionary Innovation & Performance 

 Criterion 1: Addressing Unmet Needs 

 Criterion 2: Visionary Scenarios through Mega Trends 

 Criterion 3: Implementation Best Practices 

 Criterion 4: Blue Ocean Strategy 

 Criterion 5: Financial Performance 

Customer Impact 

 Criterion 1: Price/Performance Value 

 Criterion 2: Customer Purchase Experience 

 Criterion 3: Customer Ownership Experience 

 Criterion 4: Customer Service Experience 

Criterion 5: Brand Equity 

Best Practices Award Analysis for Astea International 

Decision Support Scorecard 

To support its evaluation of best practices across multiple business performance 

categories, Frost & Sullivan employs a customized Decision Support Scorecard. This tool 

allows our research and consulting teams to objectively analyze performance, according to 

the key benchmarking criteria listed in the previous section, and to assign ratings on that 

basis. The tool follows a 10-point scale that allows for nuances in performance evaluation. 

Ratings guidelines are illustrated below. 

RATINGS GUIDELINES 

 

The Decision Support Scorecard is organized by Visionary Innovation & Performance and 

Customer Impact (i.e., these are the overarching categories for all 10 benchmarking 

criteria; the definitions for each criterion are provided beneath the scorecard.). The 

research team confirms the veracity of this weighted scorecard through sensitivity 

analysis, which confirms that small changes to the ratings for a specific criterion do not 

lead to a significant change in the overall relative rankings of the companies. 
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The results of this analysis are shown below. To remain unbiased and to protect the 

interests of all organizations reviewed, we have chosen to refer to the other key 

participants as Competitor 2 and Competitor 3. 

Measurement of 1–10 (1 = poor; 10 = excellent)  

Company of the Year 

Visionary 

Innovation & 

Performance  

Customer 

Impact Average Rating 

    

Astea International 10 10 10 

Competitor 2 9 9 9 

Competitor 3 8 8 8 

Visionary Innovation & Performance  

Criterion 1: Addressing Unmet Needs 

Requirement: Implementing a robust process to continuously unearth customers’ unmet 

or under-served needs, and creating the products or solutions to address them effectively  

Criterion 2: Visionary Scenarios through Mega Trends 

Requirement: Incorporating long-range, macro-level scenarios into the innovation 

strategy, thereby enabling “first-to-market” growth opportunity solutions 

Criterion 3: Implementation of Best Practices 

Requirement: Best-in-class strategy implementation characterized by processes, tools, or 

activities that generate a consistent and repeatable level of success. 

Criterion 4: Blue Ocean Strategy 

Requirement: Strategic focus on creating a leadership position in a potentially 

“uncontested” market space, manifested by stiff barriers to entry for competitors 

Criterion 5: Financial Performance 

Requirement: Strong overall business performance in terms of revenues, revenue growth, 

operating margin, and other key financial metrics 

Customer Impact  

Criterion 1: Price/Performance Value  

Requirement: Products or services offer the best value for the price, compared to similar 

offerings in the market. 

Criterion 2: Customer Purchase Experience  

Requirement: Customers feel they are buying the most optimal solution that addresses 

both their unique needs and their unique constraints.  

Criterion 3: Customer Ownership Experience 

Requirement: Customers are proud to own the company’s product or service and have a 

positive experience throughout the life of the product or service. 
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Criterion 4: Customer Service Experience 

Requirement: Customer service is accessible, fast, stress-free, and of high quality. 

Criterion 5: Brand Equity 

Requirement: Customers have a positive view of the brand and exhibit high brand loyalty. 

Decision Support Matrix 

Once all companies have been evaluated according to the Decision Support Scorecard, 

analysts then position the candidates on the matrix shown below, enabling them to 

visualize which companies are truly breakthrough and which ones are not yet operating at 

best-in-class levels. 

 

 High 

Low 

Low High 

C
u
s
to
m
e
r
 I
m
p
a
c
t 

Visionary Innovation & Performance 

Astea 
International 

Competitor 2 

Competitor 3 
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Best Practices Recognition: 10 Steps to Researching, 

Identifying, and Recognizing Best Practices  

Frost & Sullivan analysts follow a 10-step process to evaluate Award candidates and 

assess their fit with select best practice criteria. The reputation and integrity of the 

Awards are based on close adherence to this process. 

STEP OBJECTIVE KEY ACTIVITIES OUTPUT 

1 
Monitor, 
target, and 
screen 

Identify Award recipient 
candidates from around the 
globe 

• Conduct in-depth industry 
research 

• Identify emerging sectors 
• Scan multiple geographies 

Pipeline of candidates who 
potentially meet all best-
practice criteria 

2 
Perform  
360-degree 
research 

Perform comprehensive, 
360-degree research on all 
candidates in the pipeline 

• Interview thought leaders 
and industry practitioners  

• Assess candidates’ fit with 
best-practice criteria 

• Rank all candidates 

Matrix positioning of all 
candidates’ performance 
relative to one another  

3 

Invite 
thought 
leadership in 
best 
practices 

Perform in-depth 
examination of all candidates 

• Confirm best-practice criteria 
• Examine eligibility of all 
candidates 

• Identify any information gaps  

Detailed profiles of all 
ranked candidates 

4 

Initiate 
research 
director 
review 

Conduct an unbiased 
evaluation of all candidate 
profiles 

• Brainstorm ranking options 
• Invite multiple perspectives 
on candidates’ performance 

• Update candidate profiles  

Final prioritization of all 
eligible candidates and 
companion best-practice 
positioning paper 

5 

Assemble 
panel of 
industry 
experts 

Present findings to an expert 
panel of industry thought 
leaders 

• Share findings 
• Strengthen cases for 
candidate eligibility 

• Prioritize candidates 

Refined list of prioritized 
Award candidates 

6 

Conduct 
global 
industry 
review 

Build consensus on Award 
candidates’ eligibility 

• Hold global team meeting to 
review all candidates 

• Pressure-test fit with criteria 
• Confirm inclusion of all 
eligible candidates 

Final list of eligible Award 
candidates, representing 
success stories worldwide 

7 
Perform 
quality check 

Develop official Award 
consideration materials  

• Perform final performance 
benchmarking activities 

• Write nominations 
• Perform quality review 

High-quality, accurate, and 
creative presentation of 
nominees’ successes 

8 

Reconnect 
with panel of 
industry 
experts 

Finalize the selection of the 
best-practice Award recipient 

• Review analysis with panel 
• Build consensus 
• Select winner 

Decision on which company 
performs best against all 
best-practice criteria 

9 
Communicate 
recognition 

Inform Award recipient of 
Award recognition  

• Present Award to the CEO 
• Inspire the organization for 
continued success 

• Celebrate the recipient’s 
performance 

Announcement of Award 
and plan for how recipient 
can use the Award to 
enhance the brand 

10 
Take 
strategic 
action 

Upon licensing, company 
able to share Award news 
with stakeholders and 
customers 

• Coordinate media outreach 
• Design a marketing plan 
• Assess Award’s role in future 
strategic planning 

Widespread awareness of 
recipient’s Award status 
among investors, media 
personnel, and employees  
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The Intersection between 360-Degree Research and Best 
Practices Awards 

Research Methodology  

Frost & Sullivan’s 360-degree research 

methodology represents the analytical 

rigor of our research process. It offers a 

360-degree view of industry challenges, 

trends, and issues by integrating all 7 of 

Frost & Sullivan's research methodologies. 

Too often companies make important 

growth decisions based on a narrow 

understanding of their environment, 

leading to errors of both omission and 

commission. Successful growth strategies 

are founded on a thorough understanding 

of market, technical, economic, financial, 

customer, best practices, and demographic 

analyses. The integration of these research 

disciplines into the 360-degree research 

methodology provides an evaluation 

platform for benchmarking industry 

participants and for identifying those performing at best-in-class levels. 

About Frost & Sullivan  

Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth 

and achieve best-in-class positions in growth, innovation, and leadership. The company's 

Growth Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined 

research and best practice models to drive the generation, evaluation, and implementation 

of powerful growth strategies. Frost & Sullivan leverages more than 50 years of 

experience in partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses, and the 

investment community from 45 offices on six continents. To join our Growth Partnership, 

please visit http://www.frost.com. 

360-DEGREE RESEARCH: SEEING ORDER IN 

THE CHAOS 

 


